The Minnesota State High School League and Wells Fargo Announce the 2020 ExCEL Award Recipients

Thank you for nominating students for the Minnesota State High School League ExCEL Award Program. Your time and effort is greatly appreciated.

Following are the 2020 ExCEL Award recipients. Please note that additional information will be mailed directly to each ExCEL Award recipient and their Athletic/Activities Director the week of February 10th. Again, we appreciate your support of the ExCEL Award Program.

Kaylee Arndt, Fillmore Central
Faith Balstad, Fosston
Halle Bemmels, Le Sueur-Henderson
Kaitlynn Bot, Lakeview
Maggie Bruns, Blooming Prairie
Jackson Burdorf, Sibley East
Cole Christopher, Jackson County Central
McKenna Coughlin, Ely Memorial
Gracia Elias, Adrian
Daniel Erlandson, Breckenridge
Mya Hanson, St. James
Gavyn Jensen-Schneider, North Branch
Lauren Johnson, Belle Plaine
Morgan Kisgen, Hancock
Aubrey Kosters, Alexandria
LaRae Kram, Morris Area
Zya Lueders, Kimball Area
Maxwell Lurken-Tvrdik, Melrose Area

Logan McGee, Lakeville North
Jack McNamee, Nevis
Torii Nienow, Staples-Motley
Jeremy O’Connor, Fillmore Central
Georgia-Rae Plathe, St. Paul Central
Jack Richards, Lake Crystal-Wellcome Memorial
Allison Rients, Waterville-Elysian-Morristown
Eli Schlangen, Two Harbors
Landon Schomer, Pierz Healy
Tyler Smith, Norwood-Young America
Hank Stechmann, Edina
Hadley Stephenson, Orono
Cade Sundgaard, Apple Valley
Sierra Thomson, Mora
Sophia Tobin, Elk River
Adam Tonsfeldt, Barnesville
Jenna Vasek, Fisher
Annie Wu, Rochester Mayo